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Feel-good factor is back!
“When learning is purposeful, creativity blossoms. When creativity
blossoms, thinking emanates. When thinking emanates, knowledge is
fully lit. When knowledge is lit, economy flourishes.”
— Dr A P J Abdul Kalam
The economic situation in India is in a flourishing mode now. As
mentioned in my Editorial note of the previous edition, one can witness
the emergence of a new, confident India Inc (ignore the current political
situation for the moment). The feel-good factor is flooding back, after a
long time, especially in the manufacturing sector, showing a sharp rise
in the optimism among not only manufacturers but also automation
and software service providers. I personally experienced the feel-good
factor during my recent interactions with industry professionals. Many
of them happily informed that their orderbooks are burgeoning with
growing demand, and the challenging areas are now managing the
capacities and deliveries.
Although the perception of the industry’s future looks promising,
in order to help fast forward the perception of the industry, keeping
pace with advances in the business world, a strategic approach is needed
in the areas of flexible manufacturing capacities, efficient supply chain
management, advanced technology adoption and skill upgradation.
Sustaining the growth momentum would be a real challenging task. All
of us need to focus on not just BEST, but also NEXT!
On this note, I am happy to present you this edition of EM, packed
with contextual information pertaining to the technology advances in
the global manufacturing world.
Hope you will find the contents interesting and useful! Please do
write to us with your feedback.
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Coolants and lubricants are widely used
in the metal working industry for metal
cutting. Continuous development in the
field of MWFs (metalworking fluids) and
compositions has produced better products
and customers are focused on increasing
their productivity and demanding for smart
metal working fluids that do not affect
human health and the environment.
Some of the recent trends in the coolants
and lubricants industry are as follows:
Health, Safety and Environment (HSE):
As of now, users were looking at only cost
and productivity. HSE has been becoming
more important lately & in the days to come.
So are carbon footprints & greenhouse
gas emissions. The advent of GHS/CLP
and country specific legislations about
specific substances has forced the MWF
manufactures/suppliers to develop newer
formulations which are less hazardous. For
example, usage of chlorinated paraffins in
cutting oils is banned in most developed
countries & auto MNCs. In addition,
users need to comply with local industrial
safety/environmental laws & their group
policies. Most multinational automotive
10
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TRENDS &
TECHNOLOGIES IN
COOLANTS & LUBRICANTS
companies have even stricter norms
compared to local laws.
Reduction in oil consumption
Oil consumption reduction in the cutting
operation has an advantage in terms
of both, economics and environment.
Manufacturers have been developing
mineral oil-free (synthetic fluids) and
emulsions with reduced oil particle size
(micro emulations) in conventional watersoluble cutting oils, in order to reduce oil
carryover with components/chips. Usage
of natural gas, the cleanest fossil fuel, in
neat cutting oils as a base after converting
to liquid by Fischer–Tropsch Synthesis, is
another trend in the direction of natural
resource conservation.
Metal chip briquetting techniques are
trending amongst the cost-conscious users.
It is recommended to check chemical

properties of the coolant before reusing,
as it may contain process contaminations.
Corrosion protection
The high temperature and humidity in India
is conducive for corrosion of components,
parts and machines. A conventional method
is to use rust preventive oils after machining
or cleaning. OEMs or end-assembly plants
prefer either thin film rust preventive oil or
no oil at all on the components. There is a
demand/trend to provide adequate corrosion
protection by coolants & aqueous cleaners to
the components.
Industry 4.0—Path to digitalisation
Intelligent lubrication systems with sensors
are increasingly being adopted to measure
and evaluate the condition of lubrication
at critical systems, so as to minimise waste
without affecting the machine performance.
There have been many noteworthy
developments in this field to eliminate or
drastically reduce the use of MWFs. Dry
machining & Minimum Quantity Lubricant
(MQL) as concepts, have been around for
quite some time, but both methodologies
have not enjoyed mass success as of now, at
least not in the Indian context. ☐
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Siemens introduces software solution for design-centric thermal simulation of AEVs

Siemens recently introduced a new Simcenter™ software solution for design-centric thermal simulation of Autonomous
Electric Vehicles (AEVs). The thermal simulation solution unleashes the power of information-rich computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) technology for mainstream automotive engineers, generating accurate thermal digital twin simulations of the
powertrain, processors, sensors and other key enabling technologies powering next-generation AEV designs. Elaborating
further on the software solution, Jan Leuridan, Senior Vice President of Simulation and Test Solutions, Siemens PLM, said,
“Our design solution addresses electrification and autonomous vehicle functionality, allowing design teams to create virtual
prototypes with ease and accuracy for optimal design efficiency. It provides a competitive advantage for our customers who
can now design more reliable AEVs with confidence.”

Second edition of Pune Machine Tool Expo concludes successfully

The second edition of the Pune Machine Tool Expo 2018 concluded on 30 Sept 2018. With more than 85 exhibitors,
the exhibition attracted over 9,500 visitors and more than 75 trade delegations from various industry sectors such as
auto component, automobiles, capital goods, dies and tool, defence and aerospace. Organised by IMTMA, the
exhibition served as a platform to demonstrate the latest manufacturing technologies. The expo covered both metal
cutting and metal forming technologies including automation and robotics, tooling systems, CAD/CAM and other
technologies, which are essential for today’s manufacturing. The success of Pune Machine Tool Expo has given
further impetus to the IMTMA’s idea of Regional Machine Tool Expos – to address requirements of the OEMs of the
various industry sectors in the Tier II and Tier III cities in the various regions of India.

Swedish group Atlas Copco has been making in India for 60 years

Atlas Copco has been making in India for close to 60 years, serving customers in India and global markets.
The Executive Committee of Atlas Copco (ECM) recently came to India as part of its global visit. The
meetings in India reiterate the collaborative steps taken by the company in sync with the government’s ‘Make
in India’ initiative. In 2013, the company announced an investment of Rs 100 crore on manufacturing of
industrial and portable compressors at Chakan, the state-of-the-art green factory. Atlas Copco also recently
launched Smart Connected Assembly solutions in India to drive its Industry 4.0 vision. In 2002, the company
established an R&D centre — Global Engineering Center India Airpower (GECIA) — in Pune, which employs
over 650 engineers with a broad range of capabilities in software tools and extensive product knowledge.

ExxonMobil launches Mobil SHC™ Elite

ExxonMobil™ recently launched Mobil SHC™ Elite, a synthetic gear and bearing circulating oil,
specifically engineered to deliver long-lasting protection to machines operating under extreme
temperatures in industries. Present at the launch were Imtiaz Ahmed, GM, Marketing Deployment,
ExxonMobil Lubricants and Glen Sharkowicz, Director of Brand Strategy-Commercial Marketing,
ExxonMobil Lubricants—Asia Pacific. Highlighting the advantages of Mobil SHC™ Elite, Glen
commented, “Protecting advanced equipment from high in-service temperatures can be a major
challenge for industrial operators, especially if that equipment is difficult to access. With Mobil
SHC™ Elite, equipment owners now have an advanced lubricant that can deliver much better oil life
and the assurance of extra protection at high temperature excursions during peak production rates.”
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EuroBLECH 2018 to focus on digitalisation and Industry 4.0

EuroBLECH 2018, the 25th International Sheet Metal Working Technology Exhibition, will take place on October 23 – 26, 2018
in Hanover, Germany, where a total of 1,500 exhibitors from 39 countries have secured their stand. This year, the show is
mainly influenced by the topics of digitalisation and Industry 4.0. Throwing light on the significance of the sheet metal working
industry today, Evelyn Warwick, Exhibition Director, EuroBLECH on behalf of the organisers, Mack Brooks Exhibitions, said,
“While an app for maintenance control of machines or the interaction of machines and robots across the whole production
process were still a vision of the future a couple of years ago, today, this is the reality in sheet metal working.”

CNC Software partners with National Robotics League

CNC Software is partnering with the National Robotics League (NRL) as a Diamond-level
sponsor. NRL is a combat robotics program from the National Tool & Machining Association
(NTMA). CNC Software will be providing NRL teams with a license of Mastercam for the
2018-2019 school year. The purpose of the NRL is to create a tech-savvy labour force that
can meet the needs of modern manufacturing. Giving her view on the competition, Meghan
West, President and CEO, CNC Software, commented, “At the National Competition, I
quickly picked up on three themes among the participants: passion, comradery, and
innovation. Our customers look for people who have these qualities.”

Dassault Systèmes opens its first 3DEXPERIENCE Lab in India

Dassault Systèmes recently launched its first 3DEXPERIENCE Lab in India. Based in Dassault Systèmes’ R&D premises in Hinjewadi, Pune, the
lab aims to accelerate and support the startup ecosystem for new product innovations. The lab will also offer entrepreneurs, makers and startups
resources to work on disruptive innovations, leverage collective intelligence and nurture projects that have the potential to transform society.
The 3DEXPERIENCE Lab is an open innovation and startup accelerator and will support selected startups, entrepreneurs, students, makers
and individuals from industrial innovation departments or research laboratories based anywhere in India, whose projects address city, life, lifestyle,
IoT, fab labs or ideation themes. With the 3DEXPERIENCE Lab, the selected startups will have access to Dassault Systèmes’ cloud-based
3DEXPERIENCE platform and worldwide ecosystem, in order to accelerate their product development process for two years, with technical
mentoring, marketing and business development.
Stressing on the 3DEXPERIENCE Lab’s aims, Sudarshan Mogasale, CEO, 3DPLM, Dassault Systèmes, said, “Our goal is to build a community
of intelligent, creative and passionate people, focused on positively impacting society, through disruptive innovation. We are committed to helping
Indian startups grow and bring their projects to life, with the hope of unleashing sustainable progress for tomorrow's world.” Further elaborating on
the lab, Bernard Charles, Vice Chairman and CEO, Dassault Systemes, added, “One of the unique things about the lab is that it can work
simultaneously with the one in France and Boston.”
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Autodesk University India 2018 focuses on modern design tools and technologies
Autodesk University India 2018 (AU India 2018), a platform to share technical knowledge, solve unique business challenges
and gain a deeper understanding of cross-industry opportunities, was recently held in Delhi. The focus, this year, was on utilising
modern design tools and technologies in various sectors with reduced cost and time. The key attractions at the event were
exploring modern design technologies and experiencing innovative products, prototypes and projects. There were opportunities to
engage with innovators and entrepreneurs, driving the future of making things. Further, several industry experts spoke about how
design-led innovation can enable us to do more and better with less.
The event started off with the welcome address by Balaji Kesavaraj, Marketing Head–India & SAARC, Autodesk. This was
followed by a keynote presentation by Haresh Khoobchandani, Vice-President – Sales Asia Pacific, Autodesk, on ‘The Future of
Making Things 2.0: Automation, Future of Work’. Subsequently, Kazuo Hamaji, Global Business Development, AEC, Autodesk
Inc, spoke about the future of architecture, engineering & construction and also stressed upon how the manufacturing of
buildings is the next disruptive thing in our industry. Bhupesh Lall, Sr. Director – Marketing APAC, Autodesk, took over next,
and spoke about the future of media and entertainment.
Moving on, Pradeep Nair, MD, India & SAARC, Autodesk, was in conversation with Ramyo Dey, GM, Planning & Design,
Bangalore International Airport. Dey informed, “Bangalore airport is bringing in a new building that will increase the capacity of
customers. We automated all our finishing schedules, which saved us close to six months of working on-site.” Afterwards, Nair
had a chat with Saurabh Singh, Head Design Studio, Maruti Suzuki India. Singh explained during the interaction, “Everything
today is about touch and feel. So, every single detail in a car becomes very important. So, we can do a simulation in a
real-world situation instead of using a physical prototype, which also costs less.”
This was followed by an interaction between Nair and Jesh Krishna Murthy, Founder & CEO, Anibrain, on the future of
content in media and entertainment. The event also included industry break-out sessions on the topics of design and
manufacturing, architecture, engineering and construction, and media & entertainment.
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“People need more solution-based machines”
Rajesh T Ghashi, Managing Director, Chiron India Machine Tools, in this interview with
Suchi Adhikari, shares his insights on the future of electric vehicles and why it is significant to
adopt the latest digital solutions that bring in transparency in the production process. Excerpts…
Can you brief us on the latest emerging trends in your sector? How
is your company contributing to these trends?
When it comes to emerging trends, everyone is speaking
about digitalisation, Industry 4.0 and automation. Considering
these sectors, we have made a lot of developments in our
machines. We have data line for data analysis of machines to
detect losses and help in increasing the machine availability.
We have process line digital twin where you can prepare the
process like fast programming with integrated
simulation, thereby accelerating the machine
in production. Remote line for remote access
of machines for servicing which enables faster
correction of errors and analysis. We will
shortly also include products where we speak
of touch-line concepts or condition line and
protection line. The protection line is about
protecting the machine by avoiding collision
in machines and safety during operation.
Hence, Chiron, as a company, is well prepared
and ahead in the Industry 4.0 journey.
Keeping in mind the developments in the
Indian manufacturing sector lately, in terms of
advanced technology adoption, volatile market
conditions and changing customer requirements, what would be
your outlook on the industry performance this year?
People need more solution-based machines. This does not
refer to just generalised solutions but machines also have to be
very flexible and cater to the demands of the components. There
is still some confusion about whether we should give importance
to combustion engine vehicles, or speak about hybrid, or whether
we should go for fully electrical solutions. In case of electrical
vehicles, there is a lot of simplification that is going to happen.
Technologically, these parts are going to be simpler. However,
they will be more demanding as well in terms or accuracies.
How was the overall company performance globally and in India?
How much does the Indian subsidiary contribute to your global
business, in terms of percentage?
In India, we are stable. We remain niche but we would like
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to improve that situation. Hence, we will be taking certain steps
in that direction. Globally, we are doing well and are right on
our targets. Our management has a long-term vision, based on
which certain targets have been set for the future. The Indian
market is an important market for us. We have a lot of global
customers who are based here. So, we cannot ignore this market
and have to provide good support in India.
How is your company coping with the rapid
pace of digitalisation and Industry 4.0 in the
manufacturing sector?
In order to cater to digital solutions in the
market, Chiron has come up with solutions
like data line, remote line and process line and
as mentioned above. Regarding the demand
for such solutions in the Indian market, it is
important to note that often, real-time data is
not available. Most of the times, there is always
a conflict between production, maintenance
and the management. Maintenance is blamed
when machines stop working. However, there
might be certain gaps, which no one knows
about. This can be resolved if one has a black
box in the machine, which collects data. This
data brings in transparency as it can be monitored to the highest
level. Further, digitalisation also makes things easier as you
can remotely monitor the performance of the factory and take
necessary steps in advance, either it be maintenance, production
related maters etc., and increase your productivity.
How do you look at the potential in India for your products? What
are your company’s future plans, in the short-term and long-term?
We see a lot of potential in India. In the existing sectors,
we have solutions as well as the expertise to cater to the market
demands. As for our company’s future plans, we are looking at
expanding in terms of value additions. Providing top quality is
a priority for us. We would like our products to have standards
abiding by any ‘Made in Germany’ product coupled with ‘Make
in India’ standards, so that we still have the highest quality that
people expect from a German company. ☐
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“The robotics industry works on
innovative minds”
Arun George, Co-Founder & CAO, Genrobotics, in this interview with Juili Eklahare, gives
his insights on the potential of the robotics industry and how his start-up is working towards
replacing manual scavenging with a robotic system for manhole cleaning. Excerpts…
How has the start-up scene in India changed over the last few
years? How is the robotic industry looking for an entrepreneur
to start-up in it?
Over the last few years, various organisations at the country
and state level have been offering support to entrepreneurs.
Recently, young entrepreneurial minds are being warmly
welcomed by India as part of the ‘Make in India’ movement.
Development in the IT sector and infrastructure, too, has
helped many entrepreneurial minds to come to the front. So,
India has achieved tremendously in all sectors
over the past few years. These achievements
have helped start-ups to come forward and
sell their innovative ideas.
Coming to the robotic industry, this
industry is always working on innovative
minds. Futuristic and socially responsible
minds have a lot of opportunities in this
industry. We always need people who think
out of the box and who have both, passion
and knowledge. We have a lot of unsolved
social issues that are against humanity and a
threat to living things. Such problems can be
addressed and solved through robotics.
What were the early challenges you
encountered when you started out with Genrobotics? How would
you describe your business idea to a potential investor?
Besides the financial factor, we had everything we needed when
we started out with Genrobotics. We needed a huge capital to
fund software, product development, office space, employee
wages and so on. While proposing our robotic system for
manhole cleaning, we do so with a much lesser cost of the
existing method and free from manual manhole cleaning.
Government bodies are our primary customers.
The mechanisation of manhole cleaning will make it safer
& easier. Usually, a small city has up to 4000-5000 manholes
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and metropolitan cities have over 100,000. Besides, manual
scavenging is strictly prohibited by the MS Act 2013. Hence,
manual manhole cleaning is a drastic situation for the sewage
handling authorities in all perspectives.
You have created ‘bandicoot’, a semi-robotic device with a human
controlled interface to clean manholes. Tell us a bit about it. To
what degree is this technology automated, how much human
intervention is necessary?
We developed bandicoot with the vision of
putting an end to manual scavenging. We had
seen the actual toughness of people cleaning
manholes for real. So, we were inspired to
help society to eradicate manual scavenging
and thus, developed bandicoot. This robot
can detect clogs inside manholes by using
AI and ML, and then clear those clogs and
eliminate all the solid and liquid wastes inside.
Therefore, instead of people entering the
manholes, our robot enters them and cleans
them out with high precision. Bandicoot can
clean two to three manholes in an hour. We
have designed it for single operators, which
can be learnt easily by existing workers. So,
they do not need to fear losing their job.
In terms of developing countries, does Genrobotics have any
target markets?
Manual manhole cleaning still continues to exist in many
developed countries. So yes, we are considering developing as
well as developed countries as our target markets.
Where do you see Genrobotics in the next 5 years?
We recently made our establishment in Dubai. We are now
targeting the worldwide market and believe that we can see a
world free of manual scavenging soon. ☐
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LEADERSHIP INSIGHTS

Always embrace
opportunities!
Lakshmi Mittal
CHAIRMAN & CEO
ARCELORMITTAL

A prominent business magnate and
the world’s 62nd richest person, Lakshmi
Niwas Mittal is the Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of ArcelorMittal, the
world’s largest steelmaker. Even though his
current position in the global ‘rich list’ has
seen a precipitous drop from the third rank
in 2005, Mittal still has an astronomical net
worth of $17.4 billion.
Mittal was born on June 15, 1950, to
Mohan Lal and Gita Mittal in Sadulpur
of Rajasthan’s Churu district. After his
graduation, he worked at his father’s steel
company named Nippon Denro Ispat along
with his brothers, Pramod and Vinod.
In 1976, the 26-year-old bought a lossmaking steel factory in Indonesia. This
factory was the first cog in the wheel of
Mittal’s exponential growth story. In 1994,
he parted ways with his family and took
control of its international steel business.
Mittal is renowned for his ‘Midas
Touch’—a phenomenon which implies
turning loss-making companies into
flourishing businesses. He bought the
5-million-tonne Karmet steel plant from
the government of Kazakhstan and made it
20

ALWAYS THINK
OUTSIDE THE BOX AND
EMBRACE OPPORTUNITIES
THAT APPEAR
thrive by introducing the latest technology.
This was followed by similar acquisitions in
Romania, the Czech Republic and Poland.
The year 2005 represented an epoch,
as Mittal Steel and Arcelor locked horns
to acquire the $4.8 billion Kryvorizhstal,
Ukraine’s largest steel mill. Mittal won and
within three months, he launched a bid
to take over Arcelor in order to eliminate
competition. The takeover bid was successful
and today, ArcelorMittal is the global leader
in steelmaking, producing a whopping 70
million tonnes of the alloy every year. The
Sultan of Steel once attributed his success
story to never turning any opportunities
down. “Always think outside the box and
embrace opportunities that appear, wherever
they might be,” he said.
The billionnaire enjoys an extravagant

lifestyle. However, he is also known to be
an avid philanthropist. In 2008, he donated
£15 million to London’s Great Osmond
Street Hospital. He also set up the Lakshmi
Niwas and Usha Mittal Foundation for
providing drinking water, medicine, cattle
fodder, school uniforms, fees, stationery
and improved seeds and fertilisers.
Sharing the philosophy behind the
man’s unstoppable and exponential growth
story, Mittal once claimed, “At the end of
the day, you have to keep emotions away.”
This perhaps captures, in a nutshell, why
the star billionnaire global entrepreneur has
achieved such peaks of success. Recognising
his indomitable spirit and his sharp business
acumen, he was awarded the Padma
Vibhushan, India’s second-highest civilian
award, in 2008 and continues to remain a role
model for budding entrepreneurs worldwide.

Suchi Adhikari
SENIOR SUBEDITOR & CORRESPONDENT
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Exploring productivity benefits of

Coolants in parting & grooving

Conventionally speaking, parting-off and grooving operations are challenging
machining tasks for machine shops. The combination of thin inserts and holder,
exposure to high temperatures and difficult-to-machine materials can be troublesome
and operators often find themselves troubleshooting reasons for machine stoppages.
Potential scenarios can make parting and grooving a tenuous task. However, in many
cases, the answer to problem-free parting and grooving is the correct application of
coolant, which can be both a problem solver and process optimiser—and yet it’s often
overlooked. The Cover Story explains the significant advantages that effective coolant
delivery can bring to parting and grooving operations.
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Satisfactory chip control is clearly vital to avoid
unplanned machine stops or tool breakage

High precision coolant can prove very effective in maintaining
high process reliability, productivity, and quality in parting and
grooving operations. Indeed, the deeper the cuts and grooves, the
greater the need for high precision coolant, as the cutting zone is
difficult to access using conventional coolant set-ups. Today, the
challenges of using coolants as a performance enhancer in parting
and grooving can be overcome by using a number of technological
developments. For instance, new tooling enhancements for this
area include internal coolant delivered with such precision that it
impacts the exact cutting zone (the point of contact between
insert and workpiece), penetrating into spaces and grooves where
it can make a real difference to machining.

Chip control
Satisfactory chip control is clearly vital to avoid unplanned
machine stops or tool breakage. This is especially true in parting
operations with deeper cuts, which can give rise to long, stringy
chips that wrap around the tool and get stuck in the chip conveyor.
If chips are not formed properly and not reduced in width, they
can get stuck in the groove being cut, leading to an excessively
high tool load, an unreliable process, and poor surface finish.
Improved chip control and chip evacuation, in combination with
better lubrication of the groove side walls, will improve surface
finish and lower the risk of scratches or marks being caused by
chips. Coolants help flush chips from the groove.
Coolants, as lubricants, are essential in parting operations.
When the long, slender parting tool is fed deep into a workpiece,
it is important to establish measures that enable sufficient
coolant to reach the cutting zone (as an effective jet) where it is
most needed. Even when traditional coolant set-ups are used,
most of the coolant will inevitably be blocked by the chip being
formed. Therefore, a coolant jet is critical for success.
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Avoiding BUE
An additional advantage of high precision coolant is the
prevention of built-up edge (BUE), thanks largely to its lubrication
properties. However, the underlying cause of BUE is too low or
too high machining temperatures in smearing materials like
duplex stainless steels. As a result, when the cutting speed slows
down towards the centre of the bar, the coolant should be
switched off to avoid the temperature dropping to the point
where BUE starts to form.
In terms of feed rate, this should be reduced up to 75 per cent
around 2 mm (0.079 inch) prior to part fall-off, as this will lower
the cutting forces and increase tool life considerably. In addition,
to avoid breakages, never feed beyond the centre point—stop 0.5
mm (0.02 inch) before (the part will fall off anyway due to its
weight and length). If a sub-spindle is used, stop before the centre
and pull the component away with the sub-chuck.

Over- or under-supply of coolant or a combination?
Depending on machining conditions, a choice can be made
between using through tool coolant applied over or under the
cutting edge. In many cases, a combination of the two is ideal.
Over-coolant reduces the friction between the chip and insert
and thereby thwarts BUE formation and improves chip control,
which is the secret to long tool life and fewer machine stoppages.
However, BUE is also dependent on temperature—very good
coolants will reduce temperature to a zone where BUE is
created—therefore, always increase cutting speed by 30-50%
when using over- and under-coolant supply.
Coolant applied from below reduces temperature from
friction and the amount of flank wear also contributes to chip
evacuation. Under-coolant will lubricate and reduce friction on
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To achieve the best performance in deep parting and grooving
operations, a system of strong tools and inserts with rigid
clamping and plug-and-play coolant supply is a prerequisite

the relief side of the insert and thereby reduce abrasive flank wear.
This impact is largest in abrasive materials like cast iron but also
delivers a significant tool life increase in steel, stainless steel, and
heat-resistant superalloys. Coolant from below is particularly
advantageous at extending in-cut times (deep grooves) where
temperature is often a limiting factor.
In short, reduced temperature in the cutting zone using both
over- and under-coolant allows the use of softer but tougher
insert grades without the risk that they might collapse from the
combination of high temperature and high force on cutting
edge and corner radii—so-called plastic deformation. This
provides the basis for more predictable tool life and a more
secure machining process.
In parting-off, it is hard to break the chip into small segments
by coolant pressure alone—the sideways formed chip is too
strong for that. However, upper-coolant will improve chip
formation and the effect is larger in long chipping materials that
form a segmented chip. The impact in steel is lower but it will
still improve chip formation. Under-coolant will also improve
chip evacuation, but not chip breaking.
High precision coolant has a varying impact depending on
the workpiece material. Its effect is the greatest when machining
materials with low thermal conductivity, such as, some stainless
steels, titanium and heat-resistant superalloys. High precision
coolant also has a large impact on surface smearing materials,
such as, low carbon steels, aluminum and duplex stainless steels,
where chip control is also an issue.

prerequisite. Systems such as, CoroCut® QD not only deliver all
these process demands, but also enhance chip control further by
combining over- and under-edge coolant supply (also available
on the CoroCut® 1-2 system for medium-to-small sized bar
diameters). This restricts temperature buildup at the cutting
edge so that less tool wear occurs and a more stable performance
is upheld. Chip evacuation is also enhanced.
Importantly, systems such as, CoroCut QD also allow
operators to increase surface speed, typically by 30 to 50
percent. This means that there is less insert-workpiece contact
time at the same feed, subsequently delivering more parts per
edge. As a rule of thumb, cutting speed can be increased by the
following values when internal coolant is used: 10 bar (145
PSI), vc +10 percent; 30 bar (435 PSI), vc +30 per cent; and 70
bar (1015 PSI), vc +50 per cent.
However, it’s important not to get carried away, as in some
cases, tool life starts to reduce at pressures in excess of 100 bar
(1450 PSI), which counteracts the benefits of delivering highly
precise coolant on systems such as, CoroCut QD, which in 91
tests against 16 competitors showed an average tool life
increase of 85 per cent. In fact, customers often achieve two or
three or even four times greater tool life in comparison with
their previous system, especially when performing parting and
grooving on exotic materials such as, titanium and nickelbased heat-resistant superalloys.

Deep grooves

Importantly, inserts need to feature a specially-developed
channel as part of their geometry to further ensure that coolant
and lubricant reach the right place in the cutting zone. What’s
more, delivering the coolant at sufficiently high volume and
pressure through the machine, holder and tool interfaces has

To achieve the best performance in deep parting and
grooving operations, a system of strong tools and inserts with
rigid clamping and plug-and-play coolant supply is a
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Coolant delivery criteria
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Delivering the coolant at sufficiently high volume and pressure
through the machine, holder and tool interfaces has to be
established with a minimum of effort—tool changing and
connecting the coolant supply must not be time consuming

to be established with a minimum of effort—tool changing
and connecting the coolant supply must not be time
consuming. As a result, the use of dedicated adapters is
essential to make the system user-friendly and avoid any need
for coolant tubes or hoses.
Modern, through tool coolant supply with facilitated
connections for easy plug-and-play has done away with custom
plumbing, thus allowing for rapid tool changing. In fact, using
modern nozzle technology, some improvements can even be had
with coolant pressures as low as at 10 bar when applied correctly.

Coolant type
Although coolant is used in parting and grooving to minimise
friction at the cutting edge as well as heat at the tool and workpiece,
it also keeps the machine clean and lubricated, prevents rust and
transports chips. All of these facts need to be considered when
selecting the type of coolant to be deployed. Different coolant
types, emulsion and oil will give different results. For instance, oil
has a higher lubricating effect but its cooling properties are lower
than emulsion.
The correct selection and application of coolant is vital
because its purchase costs, along with handling and disposal, are
substantial. It has been calculated that in many cases, coolant cost
represents around 15 per cent of the machine cost per component.
Coolants, thus, command a higher portion of machining costs
than tools, which on average account for three percent. With this
in mind, the application of coolants should be viewed critically,
and if they are to be used, to ensure they are put to best use—not
just applied passively or routinely. This thinking has led to a
turning of the tide and production engineers now view coolants
as serious productivity enhancers in parting and grooving.
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Sliding head operations
QS-shanks can be connected easily to coolant in different
ways, either mounted in an adapter, such as, VDI or Coromant
Capto®, while the QS adapters and tools can be used with coolant
pressures up to 150 bar (2176 PSI). Connections are available
for common machine interfaces such as, shank turrets, VDI star
and face turrets, Coromant Capto and HSK-T.
For precision parting and grooving on sliding head lathes, a
tangentially mounted system such as, CoroCut® XS is preferable.
The system, which is available with high precision coolant, can
also be used for turning, back-turning and threading applications
where very sharp cutting edges perform best at low feeds. The
benefits of the system include high precision, easy indexing and
a wide variety of insert widths—ideal for internal grooving at
very small diameters. The first choice system is, however,
CoroCut® 1-2, which assortment of grades and geometries cover
all applications and material groups. Its rigid rail interface
between tool holder and insert provides high accuracy and
efficient machining.

Machine requirements
The adoption of HPC might present some issues to
consider, but in modern machinery, 70 bar (1015 PSI) coolant
pressure is usually standard, or an option, and provides the
basis for making much better use of coolants as a serious
performance enhancer. However, although there are clear
benefits to be had from coolant delivered at pressures ranging
from 10 bar (145 PSI) up to 70 bar (1015 PSI), these advantages
are reduced at pressures from 70 bar to 100 bar (1015 PSI to
1450 PSI). With this in mind, there is little point specifying a
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machine with coolant pressure delivery capabilities beyond 70
bar (1015 PSI). One thing to note is that coolant nozzle holes
in tooling are inherently small, which means the use of a
machine coolant filter with a 5-25 μm mesh is recommended.
Other machine considerations should include stability, power
and torque as well as the number of tool stations available and
any limitations in rpm.

Conclusion
The use of high pressure and high precision coolant has a
large impact on performance and process security in parting
and grooving. If applied correctly, it reduces temperature in the
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cutting zone and improves chip evacuation. When external
coolant is applied conventionally in parting and grooving, the
amount of coolant that actually gets into the groove is very
small, and the effect is minimal, especially when machining
deep grooves. However, with qualified, high precision, high
pressure coolant application, accurately directed jets properly
access the cutting edge, even in deep grooves.
The advantages with modern through tool coolant typically
include scope for higher cutting data or the use of tougher insert
grades as well as enhanced chip control and consistent surface
finish. Further benefits include longer tool life and short, easy
tool changing and set-up. ☐
Courtesy: Sandvik Coromant
Advt
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MANAGEMENT INTERVIEW

“Giving access to resources and software”
John Fox, Global Vice President, Mainstream Engineering, Siemens PLM Software, in this
interaction with Suchi Adhikari, highlights the importance of the upcoming SME sector in India
and the solutions being offered keeping their needs in mind. Excerpts from the interview…
You have recently launched the Siemens Solid Edge
subscription for the Indian market. Can you brief us
more on this development?
How will this new launch
benefit your customers?
Solid Edge offers the
most flexible licensing
in the industry. We
are happy to launch it
in India. We have been
adding countries over
the years. Customers
can buy Solid Edge in the
traditional way as well as
subscription so we do offer
that flexibility. We do
not force customers
to do subscriptions
or stay with the old
model. We offer
everything in terms
of
subscription,
which
can
be
monthly or annual.
We also recently
came up with a new
product—Solid
Edge 2019, which
is available on the
store. We have
further launched
the ‘Solid Edge
for
Startups’
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programme in India recently. This is specifically for startups, who
will qualify if they are less than three years old, make less than
a million dollars in revenue and have less than a million dollars
in outside investment. So, if they are accepted, they get access to
resources and software from Siemens. It is also open to all types of
companies. We issue licenses depending on how many engineers
you have.
Manufacturers today are constantly looking to improve their
product innovation, product development and enhance their
engineering performance by offering quality solutions. What
are the new features, enhancements, changes in the latest
Solid Edge version, which will help them achieve the goals?
How to optimise its use?
Siemens did a study of the Indian market recently. In India,
for the category of companies with less than 100 employees,
there are about 15.5 million companies, which is like 98 to
99%, thus forming the majority. Hence, it can be stated that
99% of companies in India are small or medium-sized. They
contribute significantly and not proportionally because the
bigger companies have more industrial output. In companies
with less than a hundred employees, 80% are investing in
digital transformation and 20% are hiring staff to support
this transformation.
Though the strength of Solid Edge is in CAD mechanical
design, what the market is responding to is digitising more
than the mechanical design. So, we are expanding the portfolio
and the breadth of this functionality. We have also added
requirements management based on the Polarion technology.
Given the widespread SME segment present within the Indian
manufacturing sector, how are you planning to cater to their
needs? What has been the response from them so far?
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John Fox is a software industry professional with a
successful leadership background and strong technology
foundation. He is currently the Vice President of
Marketing at Siemens PLM Software, responsible for the
Mainstream Engineering segment's portfolio of design and
engineering software tools. Some of his specialities include
financial modeling, product strategy and management,
product roadmap planning and development, competitive
analysis and marketing strategy.

We have announced a lot of new stuff recently. As we introduce
So, what synchronous is, it's parametric modelling but
new products and capabilities, it takes a year to gain traction. includes the benefits of direct modelling. We can understand
However, we are already gaining some very interesting responses the design intent and make things easier. It also helps us
for the startup programme, where there are hundreds of do all sorts of things in importing third-party data. With
innovative, young companies. One of them is a Bangalore-based synchronous technology, we can intelligently recognise faces
company called Mobile Glass Studio. They design and make and things.
furnaces for glass blowing, and it is founded by an artist whose
If you have to make a design change to a feature in a
idea was to bring glass to the people. Thus,
product, a lot of attention has to be
one does not have to go to a place for glass
paid to the downstream ripple effects.
blowing, rather the furnace comes to the
Synchronous technology changes things
customer. This is a revolutionary concept,
and everything ripples through. Also,
which is disrupting this industry. Our
this technology is exponentially faster
SMES HAVE TO BE IN THREE
study reveals that smaller the company,
compared to the alternatives.
CATEGORIES TO APPLY FOR THE
greater the emphasis on short-term
Our objective was to not only
START-UP PROGRAMME. ONCE THEY
returns. They need to be able to pick and
explain the technology behind it but
APPLY AND GET SELECTED, WE
choose to test the waters.
also make it easy to understand. Hence,
PROVIDE THEM WITH LICENCES.
Regarding the start-up programme,
we call this the next-generation design.
SMEs have to be in three categories
This whole bundle is a big differentiator
to apply for the start-up programme.
for Siemens PLM and Solid Edge,
Once they do apply and get selected and
in particular. Therefore, we have
qualified, we are providing them licences. The other benefit convergent modelling and synchronous technology added to
they are entitled to is marketing. We would love to tell these the mix, which is a unique solution that is being offered by no
stories to the world, which is an added benefit, especially for one so far.
a startup, to get their story out there.
What is your outlook on the upcoming needs in the Indian
Can you differentiate between direct modeling and manufacturing sector and how is your company catering to
feature-based, parametric modeling? What would be your these needs?
recommendations?
We have a new cloud-based collaboration product called Solid
We have covered this aspect with synchronous technology. It Edge 4 Portal. Those who sign up to the cloud immediately
underlines a lot of what we are able to do in the mechanical get 5 gigabytes of storage, which is a massive amount. This is
design of Solid Edge. Direct modelling is about pushing and a significant part of what a country like India with many small
pulling, and a very intuitive interface and parametric modelling companies of limited resources needs and this is how we are
is the industry standard.
catering to this need. ☐

‘‘
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Cutting tools:
Scope and the

latest developments

Cutting tool technologies have often been crucial to the progress
of the overall manufacturing industry. They may not demand high
investment in the production process as a whole, but they play a
significant role in the efficiency of the end-product. The Viewpoint
section analyses how the right cutting tool can be chosen to
reduce losses, the latest developments in the cutting tool industry,
and what end-users are looking for in cutting tools today.

Juili Eklahare
Features Writer
juili.eklahare@publish-industry.net

“To increase productivity, give maximum rigidity to the component”

T

Gautam K Ahuja,
Managing Director,
Dormer Pramet India
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he cutting tool industry is moving towards machining heat resistant super alloys with
greater ease than ever before and the demand for machining these materials is increasing
rapidly. Dedicated sharp geometries with a strong combination of high hot hardness grades are
required to machine them. End-users, too, have different cutting tool needs, based on the
segment they come from. However, most are looking to improve productivity to reduce their
cycle times, and thus, produce more by the end of each day, with the same set-up. This leads to
tremendous savings in the form of man, machine, space, electricity, consumables, etc.
When it comes to tool selection, there are a plethora of combinations which can be used for
an application. This can be decided only after detailed information about the machine,
component material, and composition is achieved. With full information, one can put the
optimum parameters, which lead to low cycle time, while still achieving a good tool life. And,
without a doubt, the right tool increases productivity as well. To increase productivity, one of
the foremost things to keep in mind is to give maximum rigidity to the component. Due to lack
of this, the cutting tools are not used to their full potential.
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“Manufacturing intelligence system will play a decisive role in cutting tools”

In the days to come, the use of tools would certainly involve a lot of automation, enormous

Prashant Sardeshmukh,
Vice President & Director,
MMC Hardmetal India

data and Artificial Intelligence. Therefore, the manufacturing intelligence system will play a
decisive role in how cutting tools are used and this would automatically optimise the cost of
machining operations. In the future, the actual cutting life of the tool can be captured
automatically by utilising automatic-identification-technology in order to identify each unique
cutting tool. Moreover, data pertaining to complete cutting tool genealogy can also be integrated
from cutting tool inventory database and product database. This would provide unprecedented
visibility to the cost of machining individual features on any given part and therefore, allow
optimisation on part-to-part basis.
Also, when selecting cutting tools for different applications, work piece materials and safety
standards are the main criteria. One of the best ways to provide productivity with cutting tools
is to anticipate the needs of your customers, customise your products to not only meet their
requirements but to exceed their expectations, too, for example, a multipurpose tool for a bath
production customer and an exclusive special purpose tool for a mass production customer.

“Machine tools, cutting tools & coolant companies partnership is a good approach”

A machine can give the best result only with the proper tool & coolant. If one of them is

Vivek Kumthekar,
General Manager &
Business Head (MTS),
LMT Tools India

lagging in quality, then the results will not be up to the mark. Hence, I find the partnership of
machine tools, cutting tools & coolant companies a very good approach as it brings together
experts in all these 3 related fields & gives the best possible results to the end-user. End-users
continue to look for productivity, improvement and better quality of the end-product, while the
need for effective machining of high hardness and exotic materials is increasing. As for selecting
the right cutting tools for different applications, it depends on several factors, such as, improvement
in quality of product, reduction in cycle time and complete solution from one source.
The basic materials in the cutting tools industry continue to be HSS, Tungsten carbide,
ceramic, CBN & PCD. Developments are happening in the metallurgy of these materials, such as,
microfine carbide or powder metallurgy HSS, etc. This, coupled with innovative coatings, bring in
new cutting materials for the industry.

“Evaluating a cutting tool application is an involved process”

Customers today are demanding cutting tool solutions that reduce scrap, minimise tooling

Keshav Khurana,
Executive Director - India,
Wohlhaupter India
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inventory, offer longer tool life and excel in exotic materials. Special tooling is often needed to
optimise high production applications in challenging materials. Better optimisation can be
achieved by combining multiple operations into a single cutting tool, further driving profitability
in high production machining. Yes, special tooling can require an initial investment; however,
the return can be recognised almost immediately. Evaluating a cutting tool application is an
involved process. Assessment should include tolerance allowance, material specifications,
coolant configuration, and machine limitations, such as, rigidity, maximum thrust, power and
much more. Other essential data can only be gathered through evaluation at the spindle, as a
part running is the best way to troubleshoot and optimise the process.
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“Customers are looking to work with manufacturers as a partner”

Manufacturing

Rajesh Gupta,
Deputy GM,
Milling & Advance Materials,
Seco Tools

industries are moving from conventional workpiece materials and
methods to machine materials with sophisticated strategies. The effective machining of these
materials requires the latest generation of cutting tools. So, in order to cater to these
requirements, one requires high performance carbides, PCBN, ceramics and PCD. The
combination of these, cutting edge geometries and new generation coatings, are the new trends
for effective machining of these materials.
But it’s not just manufacturers who now deal with achieving best quality in cutting tools.
Customers, too, are looking to work with them as a partner rather than a tool supplier, taking
the complete ownership of projects and upgrading them through knowledge sharing. As we
experience new challenges in machining each day, such as, more exotic materials or complex
workpieces, most of the time it requires customised products to achieve set targets. These
customised products are focused on material and operation specific in order to deliver the best
possible results for achieving the desired productivity levels.
So, when selecting the right cutting tool, factors like know-how of the material or the best
productive method or strategy to be employed make a difference. Cutting tool manufacturers
are also taking much more responsibility where-in, apart from just the cutting tools, they
provide relevant technical expertise to machine the part in a way that will bring about more
productivity. What’s more, productivity improvements are multifold when using advanced
material like PCBN, PCD and ceramics. Use of high pressure coolant improves the tool life as
well. Use of anti-vibrations tools allows us to improve the cutting parameters by killing the
vibrations. Optimisation of depth of cut and feed are the key factors to be looked at first.

“Customers and application engineers need to work together”

N

Ulrich Magnus Öfele,
Director,
Hoffmann India
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ew tools with optimum grades & geometries, new machining techniques and digital
consultation support are some of the new trends that we see in the cutting tools market today.
The cutting tools industry is always facing challenges from time to time, with the improvement
in machining technologies, change in raw materials and high productivity demands from
customers. Often, these challenges are addressed by the right mix of tool raw material grade,
geometry and coating – there is constant innovation happening in these three areas in order to
provide optimum tooling solutions.
Although cutting tools have a lower per cent of share in costs, they still play a major role in
the production departments. So, the expectations, typically, from cutting tools would be
selection of right tools for application and best price & availability/delivery of the tools on time.
These are usually achieved by the right consultation by the application engineers of the cutting
tools companies, suggesting customers the right grade/geometry and the tool bodies and
improving the support elements in the machining process, such as, fixtures or coolant & tool
holding systems. Also, the customers and application engineers need to work together to
understand an application, which will help with better tool selections. When it comes to the
selection of optimum cutting parameters, one must not forget to set the frequency levels at
which the tool should be removed from the machine in order to make sure that the tool is not
over used, which could result in tool breakage and damage the machine also.
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Parting & Grooving: How to achieve greater
performance, quality & tool life in the 21st century
Production engineers faced with overcoming challenges of parting and grooving need
reliable tools that are able to deliver class-leading performance in terms of productivity,
quality and tool life. The article serves as a guide for the latest cutting edge technology
and best practices for parting and grooving.
In parting and grooving, process security and productivity
are two important aspects. With the correct set up and choice of
tools, there are many difficulties that can be avoided when
parting off, such as, pips and burrs, tool breakage, chip jamming,
poor surface finish on components with complex grooves,
incorrect coolant pressure, long overhangs and high levels of
vibration, which ultimately may cause expensive components to
be scrapped. It was in the 1990s when Sandvik Coromant
unveiled the Sandvik Coromant CoroCut® concept. The 2000s
witnessed the introduction of CoroCut MB and CoroCut XS for
small components, while 2014 saw the release of CoroCut QD,
the new Sandvik Coromant flagship product for parting off and
machining deeper grooves with long overhangs.

Solving machining challenges
One of the main factors in all parting and grooving
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operations is to minimise tool overhang wherever possible.
However, when parting-off large diameter bars, long
overhang is unavoidable. This means the tool has to
compensate for the inherent instability of the operation,
offering the capability for safe, reliable machining that is also
highly competitive. CoroCut QD, a parting-off tool system of
inserts, holders and unique plug and play coolant adaptors,
has been developed from this market demand, allowing users
to apply tools confidently without the tendency to underperform the operation.

The narrow blade challenge
Parting-off and deep grooving are operations that make most
operators nervous. Ultra-thin inserts and holders, matched with
high rpm and tough materials, often have operators stepping
back from the machine, but this needn’t be the case. Relatively
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narrow blades are necessary for parting-off in order to help avoid
material wastage. But the question arises as to how narrow they
can be without risking security and limiting performance. With
CoroCut QD, a new balance between blade width and performance
capability has been struck, partly thanks to blade material
development, where improved cutting action from inserts and
better location and support are important contributing factors.
The new tool steel alloy for the blades has considerably higher
fatigue strength (+12 per cent), bending resistance and better
insert seat properties. The quality of the insert location design
plays a major role here and the QD-railed interface provides new
levels of precision and reliability. The interface between the blade
and the insert makes possible dependable blade widths of down
to 2 mm for parting-off operations.

Increased speed and tool life
For parting-off with blades on bar-fed turning centres,
sliding head lathes and multi-spindle automatics, CoroCut QD
is the first choice for bar stock of 38-160 mm diameter. For
external grooving, depths of 15-80 mm are possible in widths of
2-8 mm. All tools are available with internal over-and undercoolant, thus offering a high precision coolant (HPC) system.
Over-coolant takes care of chip control while under-coolant
prolongs tool life, and no other comparable system offers this
technology as standard.

The insert edge matters
In parting-off, there are three stages of the plunge: the main
long cut through most of the bar; the approach towards the end
of the cut; and the short stage just before reaching the centre
line. With regard to inserts, the strength of the cutting edge,
resistance to built-up-edge (BUE) and the durability of the
coating are all critical factors. However, this also has to be
combined with achieving insert grade capability for high cutting
speeds and feeds during the main plunging cut.
Dedicated inserts for parting-off and deep grooving have
been developed with new geometries for all materials, including
chip breaking where needed and wiper cutting edges for
enhanced surface finish. Inserts have also been designed to
make optimum use of the precision coolant jets that are applied
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as part of the CoroCut QD concept. This helps ensure that lower
cutting forces are generated along with high levels of chip
control for efficient evacuation. The inserts have a specially
developed channel as part of the geometry to ensure that coolant
and lubricant reach the right place at the cutting edge and on to
the chip forming part. Improved insert grades have been
established for the programme, where coating adhesion and
edge-line security have been prioritised to better cope with all
the stages of the parting-off plunge.
Importantly, the geometry is designed to ‘fold’ the chip over,
making it narrower than the groove being created, so that it
evacuates without getting trapped. The latest inserts, which
offer high edge-line security, are available in various grades to
suit all workpiece materials. There are three PVD variants
(GC1105, GC1125, and GC1145), two CVD grades (GC1135
and GC4325 with Inveio™ technology) and one uncoated grade
(H13A). In terms of geometries, there are five for parting-off
(-CF, -CM, -CR, -CO and -CL), two for grooving (-TF and
-TM) and two Wiper inserts (-CF and -TF).

Selecting an insert
Always start with the recommended first choice grade. By
way of a guide, harder substrates and higher coating thickness
give increased wear and temperature resistance while thinner
coatings have better adhesion. For increased tool life, make sure
to apply all the ‘hints and tips’, then select a harder grade and/or
a grade with thicker coating. Always commence with the
recommended cutting speed and feed rate for the material. As a
rule of thumb, cutting speed can be increased by the following
values when internal coolant is used, i.e. 10 bar, vc +10%; 30 bar,
vc +30%; and 70 bar, vc +50%.

Ease of use
When it comes to changing a worn insert, there is no need to
use a torque wrench. An innovative clamping solution is deployed
on CoroCut QD. This makes use of a quick release key that foolproofs the entire process of achieving the correct clamping force
every time. Furthermore, a unique top and bottom railed insert
seat makes for stable insert location. An optimised, FEMsimulated tip seat angle is provided that inclines the insert 20° to
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DMLS can be used to build complex aluminium parts that
are difficult to machine

better absorb cutting forces. The result is that when beginning the
cut, the main cutting force is directed downwards, introducing
inherent stability and security into the process.

Stable internal grooving
The latest advance to the CoroCut QD concept makes it
possible to deliver reliable machining for internal deep grooves
with the addition to the programme of CoroTurn® SL blades.
This added process flexibility is supported by the modularity of
the CoroTurn SL interface, which enables tool assemblies to be
optimised for specific applications.
Internal grooving requires stability and tooling solutions
that keep vibration to a minimum. With this in mind, the stable
clamping mechanism on CoroCut QD tools is now supported
by the potential to use Silent Tools™ damped boring bars for
vibration-free machining with long overhangs. For internal
grooving using the CoroTurn SL blades, the Serration Lock (SL)
interface is extremely robust and allows users to create a range
of tool combinations from a small inventory of adaptors and
cutting heads. The maximum cutting depth with CoroTurn SL
heads is 40 mm.

Best practices in parting off, grooving & face
grooving
• Successful parting
For successful parting, firstly, always keep overhangs as
short as possible (maximum 8-10x insert width) to increase
stability. Secondly, save material by selecting a narrow insert
width. Other tips include checking the centre height to make
sure it is within ±0.1 mm as this will ensure best performance
cutting – below centre will increase the pip size and above centre
will accelerate flank wear. However, at long overhangs, it is
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worth setting the cutting edge 0.1 mm above centre to
compensate for downward bending.
Always reduce the feed rate by up to 75 per cent around
2 mm prior to part fall-off as this will lower the cutting forces
and increase tool life drastically. Furthermore, coolant should be
turned off when the machine reaches the rpm limit, in order to
to avoid BUE, especially in stainless steel workpieces. The rpm
limit is normally when the speed drops below 100 m/min. In
addition, to avoid breakages, never feed beyond the centre point
and stop 0.5 mm before. If a sub-spindle is used, stop before the
centre and pull the component away with the sub-chuck.
• Successful grooving
Where possible, single cut grooving is always the most
economical and productive way of producing grooves. However,
when wide grooves or turning between shoulders is required,
the most common methods of production are multiple grooving,
plunge turning or ramping. All three methods must be followed
by a separate finishing operation. If the width of the groove is
smaller than the depth, then use the multiple grooving method.
Here, flanges left for final cuts will be thinner than the insert
width and can be machined at 30-50% greater feed. The first
choice geometry is -GM. If the width of the groove is larger than
the depth, opt for plunge turning, where first choice geometries
are -TF and -RM.
To avoid deflection when performing the finishing cut, use
a cutting depth larger than the corner radius of the insert. Here,
a turning geometry, such as, TF, can be deployed or alternatively,
a profiling geometry, such as, -RM with large grooves can be
developed. The recommended axial and radial cutting depth is
0.5 to 1.0 mm. Although -TF geometry is the first choice for face
grooving, the ground -GF geometry is recommended if there is
a tight tolerance on groove width. ☐
Courtesy: Sandvik Coromant
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Modeling liquids and gases just got easier.

Visualization of coolant fluid temperature and streamlines in the
cooling channels of an engine block inside a four-cylinder engine.

Imagine if you could pick thermodynamic models from a
built-in database when modeling reacting systems, fluid
flow, heat and mass transfer, and systems with multiple
phases. And by doing so, you could in some cases reduce
the modeling time from several days to just a few minutes.
With COMSOL Multiphysics®, you can.
The COMSOL Multiphysics® software is used for
simulating designs, devices, and processes in all fields of
engineering, manufacturing, and scientific research. See
how you can apply it to modeling liquids and gases.
comsol.blog/thermodynamic-models
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Metal working fluid performance in
aluminium high-speed machining
High-speed machining (HSM) offers the potential for increased productivity in the production
of aluminium engine and transmission components for the automotive industry. While generally
accepted that the use of high-speeds and feed rates in a machining operation can yield increased
rates of productivity, use of HSM can also result in improved machined surface finish and
reduced machining forces. The article analyses the differences in aluminium machining
performance obtained at high versus low cutting speeds, as well as the influence of the metal
working fluid and its composition in enhancing machining performance.
Definitions of high-speed machining as well as the benefits to
be achieved through use of HSM, have both previously been
documented. With regard to water-based metalworking fluids
used in HSM operations, while an understanding currently exists
of the importance of fluid properties, such as, coolant stability
and foam behavior, less is known about the demands on the fluid
for lubrication and cooling, and how these demands may differ
from a fluid’s use in conventional lower speed machining. With
the knowledge that under high-speed conditions lower machining
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forces and improved machined surface finish can be achieved, do
the metalworking fluids used need to be as effective and highquality as those currently used at lower speeds, specifically with
regard to the lubrication and cooling provided?

High versus conventional speed machining
To better understand the influence of metal working fluids in
aluminium high-speed machining, machining tests were
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performed at both, lower conventional speeds and at high-speed
conditions. In considering some of the history of the origins of
HSM, Dr Carl Salomon, in his original investigations on highspeed machining, determined that the heat generated between
the chip and the cutting tool would increase with increasing
cutting speed, up to a critical speed, dependent upon the metal
being cut. With further increase, a critical speed would be reached,
at which point the chip removal temperature would decrease with
further increasing speeds. Given this analysis, and the
presumption that machining performance (forces, BUE
formation, tool wear, etc) are all largely influenced by the heat
generated at the tool chip interface, it would be expected that
overall machining performance would decrease with increasing
cutting speeds prior to the peak cutting speeds, and then begin to
improve as speeds exceed the peak value. To investigate this
premise, machining tests were performed, using cast 380
aluminium at cutting speed values below, equal to, and above the
peak cutting speed value, which Dr Salomon plotted for
nonferrous metals. Using a 0.25” diameter carbide step drill,
machining of Al 380 was performed, using spindle speeds of
2,900 RPM, 10,000 RPM, and 18,000 RPMs, with these cutting
speeds corresponding to one below, one at, and one beyond the
critical speeds, as they relate to chip removal temperatures.
To assess the machining performance at these three different
cutting speeds, the axial machining forces, tool flank face wear,
machined surface finish, and hole dimensions were measured.
The axial machining forces, while providing a measure of the
energy required for the operation, also provide a useful indirect
measure of the mechanical and thermal demands on the tooling
and the potential tool life to be expected in a given operation,
which shows the mean axial machining forces measured at the
three cutting speeds, the machining forces climb considerably
when speeds are increased from 2,900 RPM up to 10,000 RPMs.
However, as the speeds increase further to the HSM conditions
(18,000 RPMs), the cutting forces level off and actually start to
decrease. Thus, the mechanical and thermal demands on the
tooling are reduced at HSM conditions and improved tool wear
will likely be obtained.
While tool wear is an important issue in aluminium
machining, the amount or degree of built-up edge formed on the
cutting tool can be an equally or often a more critical parameter
to be considered. Built-up edge, when formed, often leads to a
degradation of the machined surface finish, as well as loss of
accuracy of size or dimensions of the holes produced. To assess
the impact of HSM conditions on this parameter, the degree of
BUE formed on the cutting tools, and subsequently the hole
finish and form, were measured for each of the three cutting
speeds utilised. While BUE formation is an extremely dynamic
process, examination of the tooling following the machining
operation still offers a useful assessment of the tendency for this
to happen. As the machining operation tends to increase cutting
speeds, the overall quality of the tool and the hole produced
improves. Thus, high-speed machining offers benefit with regard
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to the quality of the operation and part produced, as well as the
gains in productivity which can be obtained.

Metalworking fluids in high-speed aluminium
machining
With an understanding that at high cutting speeds, lower
machining forces, reduced tool wear, and improved machined
surface finish can be obtained, a question to be asked is: do the
metal working fluids used, need to be as effective and high quality
as those currently used at lower speeds, specifically with regard to
the lubrication and cooling provided?
To address this question, high-speed machining tests were
conducted to assess the properties of various water-based
aluminium machining fluids and determine if machining
performance could be influenced by the quality of the fluid used.
For this study, four fluids, currently widely used in the industry
and considered to represent the state-of-the-art in fluid
technology for aluminum machining operations, were each tested
under high-speed machining conditions. While all four of these
water-based fluids are considered to be effective, there are
observable performance differences between them when utilised
at lower, more conventional machining speeds. Such differences
may arise from the composition and type of lubricating additives,
their emulsion properties, or a combination of such factors.
Nevertheless, it was felt that if the fluid used can be a significant
factor in the level of machining performance obtained in HSM,
then differences in their machining performances should be
observed at the high-cutting speeds of 18,000 RPMs.
Also the use and selection of the metalworking fluid can
impact the machining performance and potentially yield further
improvements in the quality of the part produced as well as the
tool life obtained. The fluid performance differences are likely a
result of compositional differences between the fluids giving rise
to varied levels of the lubrication, cooling, and chip removal
capabilities.
The results of machining tests conducted at lower, more
conventional cutting speeds, and also at high-speed machining
conditions, show that along with gains in productivity under
HSM conditions, improvement in the machining operation and
quality of the part produced can be obtained. Such improvement
is seen in the reduced wear and built-up edge observed on the
cutting tool used at the 18,000 RPMs, as well as in the improved
machined surface finish obtained at HSM conditions. While
improved machining can be obtained at higher speeds, it was also
seen in the test results obtained, that the machining fluid used can
still have a significant influence on important measured
parameters, such as tool wear and part quality. Thus, it is felt that
the composition and resultant performance properties of the
metalworking fluid will continue to play an important role in the
quality of the operation, as the use of high-speed machining
continues to grow in industry. ☐
Courtesy: Quaker
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Exploring high-performance
potential with machining centres
A standing start in the highly specialised supply industry - in only a little more than a year, the
Italian Weerg company has become an in-demand cutting technology service provider in Italy
and elsewhere, with the aid of Hermle machining centres. The case study talks on how the Italian
company zeroed in on the German machine maker for their machining centre requirements.
Notwithstanding all the clichés, those who really know the
country are aware that Italy is much more than ‘just’ good
food, good wine, fast cars, stylish fashion and la dolce vita. For
those Italian engineers and specialists, who have a bent for
technology, are bursting with creativity and dedication,
especially when it comes to the construction of machines for
working wood, metal and plastics. It is not for nothing that the
Italian mechanical engineering industry regularly rank
amongst the best in the world.
But the Italians don’t restrict themselves to their own
version of high-tech production facilities – they are also glad
to avail themselves of the high-performance potential of
technological systems from neighbouring countries and also
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from further afield, as the young Weerg company shows.
Weerg S.r.l. is located in Marghera, close to Venice. The brief
history of the Weerg company started a good three years ago,
when Matteo Rigamonti decided to change course radically.
This meant first giving up his post of CEO and owner of a
market leader in online printing services with around 500
employees, and successively selling his shares in that business.
Satisfied with the conclusion of that business chapter, he
then found the idea of investing in a future-oriented, hightech segment maturing in his thoughts. So, he began to search
for commercial activities with growth potential. He and some
of his closest ex-colleagues methodically worked their way
through various sectors, such as, the hype areas of Additive
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Within the space of a little more than one year,
four semi-automated Hermle machines are
already operating in this start-up

Manufacturing/3D printing, before finally deciding to plunge
into the world of CNC high-end machining. Asked what the
name ‘Weerg’ might mean and how the company slogan ‘Il
CNC é diventato facile’ is to be understood, Rigamonti
explained, “We wanted a resounding name and simply thought
up the word ‘Weerg’. The slogan summarises our mission to
make mechanical engineering simpler, more valuable and
more precise, and to achieve the ambitious target of becoming
a sector leader. We intend to reach the point where we can
fulfill even the most demanding wishes of our customers by
using high-end technology with CNC machining.”

5-axis technology on the highest level
So, the decision was followed by a determined step into
CNC high-end technology and the search for suitable
equipment, i.e. machines, tools, workpiece clamping
technology, programming systems and so on. In view of the
way things started, it comes as no surprise that Rigamonti and
Paolo Bertelli, Production Manager for CNC manufacturing,
Weerg, trod some unconventional paths here, too, researching
deeply into the area of machine evaluation with visits to trade
fairs, manufacturers and reference projects.
Describing how they finally ended up with the
Maschinenfabrik Berthold Hermle AG in Gosheim, Rigamonti
says, “Italy and other countries produce excellent results in
this sector, but the fact remains that Germany leads the highend segment. We wanted to establish ourselves at the highest
level right from the start, and kept on hearing positive things
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about Hermle machining centres. The combination of talking
to Hermle Italia and a number of Hermle customers with a
tender that matched our idea of a viable cost-benefit ratio, led
to a clear decision basis, and we ordered the first machine in
mid 2015 – a C 42 U five-axis machining centre.”
The newcomers started off with the standard version, with
an 18000 RPM tool spindle, an HSK-A63 tool holding fixture,
an NC swivelling rotary table measuring 800 x 630 mm, a tool
magazine with 43 pockets, a Heidenhain iTNC 530 HSCI
control unit, a touch probe and tool breakage monitoring
system and other common accessories. In view of the
complexity of the machining tasks, they were thoroughly
impressed with the results. The excellent and reliable
manufacturing performance of the start-up soon got around,
and the orders from various industrial sectors kept mounting
up. So, in 2016, the Weerg specialists (now numbering six)
ordered two further C 42 U five-axis machining centres. With
an essentially identical configuration, each of the two new
machines were supplied with a ZM additional tool magazine
comprising 192 extra pockets. Now, these two machining
centres have a total of 234 tools each for highly complex
5-axis/5 side complete/simultaneous machining.

Guaranteed success in 5-axis machining
Elaborating on the decision taken in favour of Hermle,
Bertelli said, “We have found that the positive impressions we
obtained during the intensive evaluation phase, and especially
the commitments that Hermle made, have been completely
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confirmed. The Hermle machining centres are in a class of
their own, both in respect of the 5-axis concept and with that,
the whole machine concept, as well as regarding the
constructional technology, the high degree of precision, the
reliability and not least, the comprehensive service.”
He further shared, “For us, the C 42 U five-axis machining
centres are what we need as far as the usable working range and
the precision with which workpieces from just a few millimetres
to quite large sizes can be fully machined. This applies especially
to the extreme flexibility – single parts or small runs up to 250
pieces can be machined according to a priority schedule as
required. Together with a workpiece magazine and deployment
system that can be pushed in front of the machines on rails and

positioned there, we are already operating the machining centres
round the clock – manually operated in the main shift and with
multi-machine operation during the extension shift. What we
have to offer is attracting so much attention that Weerg recently
decided to buy another C 42 U five-axis machining centre.”
Within the space of a little more than one year, four semiautomated Hermle machines are already operating in this
start-up. In that space of time, it has already advanced to
become an important supplier, especially for the Italian hightech industries of mechanical engineering, electronics,
automotive, aerospace, engineering and lighting, as well as for
various consumer goods industries. ☐
Courtesy: Hermle Machine Company
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Journey towards product excellence
In today’s highly competitive market, product design and functionality is crucial to succeed.
This case study explores a leading appliances manufacturer’s journey from their conventional
process of CNC machining, which was very time consuming and tedious, especially when
producing product designs, to speeding up their product development lead time, reducing
costs and producing parts with complex geometries without worrying about the required
number of variations and iterations by investing in 3D printing. A read on…
IFB Industries Limited, originally known as Indian Fine
Blanks Limited, started their operations in India in 1974 in
collaboration with Hienrich Schmid AG of Switzerland. IFB’s
product range includes fine blanked components, tools and
related machine tools like straightness, decoilers, strip loaders
and more. IFB Appliances, along with their associate companies
and divisions, celebrate over four decades of technical excellence.
The company represents the leading edge of technology, which
has manifested itself through their products and service
solutions. It primarily supplies home appliances, automotive
components and agro—based products.

Tackling roadblocks
Since IFB operates in the highly competitive home appliances
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market, product design and functionality is crucial to success.
All of their R&D efforts, including product design, prototyping
and testing boil down to meeting time-to-market deadlines. In
this high-pressure situation, there’s no margin for lapses in
product development schedules or quality benchmarks.
For the IFB R&D team, their conventional process of CNC
machining was very time consuming and tedious, especially
when producing product designs with complex geometry. In
order to speed up their product development lead time, reduce
cost and produce parts with complex geometries without having
to worry about the required number of variations and iterations,
the IFB R&D team decided to invest in 3D printing.
The team wanted 3D-printed parts to be tough and display
good ﬁnish and acquired the Fortus 900mc 3D printer for the
high-quality materials and printing it offered. Also, the fact that
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the Fortus 900mc was built specifically for manufacturing and
heavy industries and its build size, which is the largest in FDM,
made it easy for the team to adopt the technology.

Adding value, one product at a time
From the time the R&D team started using the Fortus 900mc
3D printer, their use of the machine has only grown. Close to
80% of the machine’s usage is for prototyping but the team also
uses it for jigs and fixtures. This is because the Fortus 900mc is
specifically suited for direct digital manufacturing applications
to produce end-use parts such as, jigs and fixtures. The printer’s
build size allows the IFB team to seamlessly print parts of
desired sizes, without having to resize them. The R&D team
now routinely uses the printouts to effectively communicate
with all team members of cross-functional teams and suppliers
to ensure adherence to agreed benchmarks.
The team prints washing machine parts such as, fascia, door
assemblies and DB handles, and subjects all of them to stringent
tests, such as, thermal, chemical, pressure, vibration and
functional tests. All of these capabilities make the Fortus 900mc
an ideal choice, considering the parts endure high heat, caustic
chemicals and sterilisation and high-impact applications.
For the vibration test, the team fixes parts like the knob

component, the PCB board and the DD handle to the prototype
component, and then conducts the test for accurate results.
After the tests, all printed parts undergo a preliminary
environmental test, functional evaluation and limited validation.
The team has stringent part checks and all parts must fit
seamlessly with each other and display firmness during the
testing process. The printouts are also expected to withstand a
temperature of 65 degrees Celsius during functional testing for
critical components.
The decision of the R&D team to go with the Fortus 900mc
proved to be extremely fruitful. The engineers get more focused
on functional prototype testing and reviews with iterations as it
has reduced time pressures, corrected mistakes, revisions and
reworks at the later stage of development. Elaborating on the
advantages, Vithal Fadte, IFB 3D Printing Lab said, “We are
very happy with the way DesignTech supports us. They not only
pay us scheduled visits for machine maintenance, but are also
very prompt in providing technical assistance in case of
breakdowns. Not only this, DesignTech also conducts useful
trainings for our staff, which help us better utilise our 3D
printers in newer applications.” He further shared that the R&D
team is happy as all printed parts consistently perform well to
satisfy all required criteria and pass all rigorous tests. ☐
Courtesy: Stratasys
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Why predictive maintenance
is driving Industry 4.0
Maintenance is a strategic concern when developing and manufacturing a product – and
for good reason. In fact, a third of all maintenance activities are carried out too frequently.
For machine operators and factory managers, preventative maintenance and asset repairs
consume unnecessary resources, eat deeply into operational costs, and present a serious
impediment to efficient operations. The article finds out why the advent of Industry 4.0
and predictive maintenance have become the top business objectives for many
manufacturers – and how to overcome the challenges of implementing such a system.
Manufacturers and asset managers are turning to Industry
4.0 for a superior approach. This involves continuously
generating and transmitting product behaviour data, capturing
the data in a central repository, and applying advanced Big Data
analytics techniques to sort through massive amounts of data
and identify important patterns.
This pattern identification can lead to ‘just-in-time
maintenance’ - actionable insights that predict product failure
to increase product uptime and improve asset efficiency. It’s no
surprise that the market for predictive maintenance applications
is surging. Therefore, predictive maintenance becomes highly
pivotal for manufacturers, helping in every aspect from reducing
downtime to improving customer satisfaction.

Benefits of predictive maintenance
Predictive maintenance eliminates unnecessary repair costs.
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When an electronic component in a product fails, identifying
the problem may take 5 minutes or 5 hours. The same holds true
for replacing broken or worn-down parts.
Major breakdowns are expensive, both because of lost
operating time as well as secondary financial losses. Worse, the
larger or more complex the machinery, the greater impact
maintenance has on production and runtime costs. Even a small
flaw in the system, if not caught early, can lead to unexpected
and costly downtime.

The Evolution of predictive maintenance
Manufacturers have been carrying out predictive maintenance
with different levels of maintenance activity corresponding to the
company’s level of maturity, as follows:
• Reactive maintenance: This deals with problems after they
arise, i.e. ‘fighting fires’.
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• Preventative maintenance: This involves visual
inspections, followed by regular asset inspections that
provide more specific information about the condition of
the machine or system.
• Rule-based predictive maintenance: This is also known as
‘condition monitoring’. Sensors continuously collect data
about assets and send alerts according to predefined rules,
including when a predefined threshold has been reached.
• Machine learning-based predictive maintenance: This
relies on large sets of historical or test data, combined with
tailored machine-learning algorithms, to run different
scenarios and predict what will go wrong and when it will go
wrong, and then generate alerts.

Rule-based predictive maintenance
Every company with products in the market can identify
some of the reasons for equipment failure. Product teams can
confer with engineering and customer service departments to
establish known causes for machine breakdown or learn which
situations have a high likelihood of leading to parts failure.
With the common reasons for product failure established,
product teams then set to define the IoT model – a blueprint of
the connected system of data-collecting sensors, cloud, gateway
and other system components.
The model also defines the product use cases, with ‘if-thisthen-that’ rules, which describe the behaviours between the
various IoT system components. For example, if temperature and
rotation speed are above certain predefined levels, the system will
send an alert to a web dashboard or personal app, so the danger
can be addressed in time. This IoT model provides a muchneeded clarity to data gathering from the get-go.
Use simulation to validate the model use cases, including
data simulation, to validate the dashboards and alerts and
ensure that the necessary data is collected. This helps teams
catch errors early on, before spending a penny on
development and production. Later, the same dashboard
can be integrated with insight from machine learning in
order to provide a visually understandable heatmap of asset
conditions in real-time.
With the validated model in place, we can proceed to
delivery. Use an IoT development platform to enable
collaboration between internal and external teams and keep the
model in sync with the developed product at all times. Your IoT
development platform should also (automatically) translate
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your IoT model into predictive maintenance dashboards and
alerts in accordance with the use cases defined in the model.
While rule-based predictive maintenance provides some
level of automated predictive maintenance, it is still dependent
on a product team’s understanding of what parts or
environmental elements require measuring, as well as their
ability to predict what can break down.

Machine learning predictive maintenance
Machine learning is crucial for acting on insight. When
properly implemented, a machine learning algorithm will learn
your normal data’s behaviour and identify deviation in real-time.
• Data collection: Sensors implemented in machines gather
data on the machine and its environment
• Feature extraction and reduction: Elements for measuring
are chosen and extracted. For example, temperature levels
or motor rotation speed
• Model creation: An algorithm runs all the data multiple
times in a learning model
• Model validation: The model with its data is tested
against the real world variables or ‘output’ that
manufacturers are testing for. For example, alarms when
the system stops working
• Deployment: The model is deployed and if it shows
anything but the desired behaviour, the discrepant
behaviour is relayed back to the model to improve the
system’s future performance
This system requires both input (historical or a training set
data) along with output (the desired result). A machine
monitoring system would include input on different temperatures,
engine speed, etc, and the output would be the variable in question
- a warning of future system or parts failure. The system will then
be able to predict when a breakdown will likely occur.

Challenges in implementing machine learning for
Industry 4.0
We’ve established that predictive maintenance provides
tremendous business benefits, and that machine learning is an
advanced approach to implementing predictive maintenance.
Yet, what is keeping industrial manufacturers from implementing
machine learning?
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There are three primary challenges in implementing machine
learning for predictive maintenance:
Identifying the necessary data to collect: Manufacturers who
have never launched a connected system without clear evidence
of which data will prove valuable.
Obtaining the necessary data set: Without this input, it’s
impossible to start running a machine-based algorithm. It takes a
significant amount of time and resources to develop a machine
learning solution or select the right algorithm, and choosing the
wrong one leads to massive losses in costs and deadlines.
Advanced data science: Understanding a pile of often messy
historical data requires not only the right algorithms, but also a
method of presenting the data-driven insights clearly after it has
been analysed. If the algorithm is unsupervised, it will require
data-labelling – a manual, time-consuming task, which relies on
skilled data scientists. And not every company has the resources
for such personnel.
Due to these challenges, predictive maintenance is often
restricted to the minority of companies, whose machines have
been collecting data for years and now utilise advanced analytics
platforms to sort through it.

Getting Started – A pragmatic approach
A pragmatic approach to bypass the need for a large
historical data set, and advanced machine learning algorithms
at the very outset, is to begin with rule-based predictive
maintenance. This gives companies quick business results and a
stepping stone into machine learning. Instead of requiring large
data sets ahead of time, you can start with basic assumptions or
‘rules’. Over time, as the system aggregates historical data, the
company can experiment and apply machine learning
algorithms for more accurate predictions.
In rule-based predictive maintenance, the approach is based
on ‘what if’ scenarios that you can define, rather than a machine
algorithm running possible scenarios. It’s not foolproof but is
achievable and affordable. The ideal solution is to start with a
rule-based model, defining and simulating use cases and required
alerts. Once you have collected enough data, implement machine
learning algorithms and iteratively refine them, based on the
accuracy of the predictions attained. ☐
Courtesy: Seebo
https://www.seebo.com/
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Transitioning towards the digital future
Industry 4.0 and digital transformation are foremost influences
on the manufacturing industry. In this context, EM and
Siemens PLM Software, in association with Kolhapur Chamber
of Commerce and Industries (KCCI) and Western Maharashtra
Chamber of Commerce Industries, Agro and Education
(WESMACH), recently organised a conference on ‘How Indian
Industrial Equipment/Machinery Manufacturers can target
Global Market by Leveraging Digitalisation,’ at Kolhapur. A
post-event report…
Across production and end-customer segments,
manufacturers are being driven by market forces to discover
new ways to better processes and results and assure production
proficiency. With this, digitalisation is quickly becoming the
solution for updating the manufacturing industry.
At a national level, digital technologies show the potential
to re-shape national manufacturing systems and change the
face of sources of competitive advantage. At a recently held
conference with EM and Siemens PLM Software, in
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association with Kolhapur Chamber of Commerce and
Industries (KCCI) and Western Maharashtra Chamber of
Commerce Industries, Agro and Education (WESMACH), in
Kolhapur, on the theme ‘How Indian Industrial Equipment/
Machinery Manufacturers can target Global Market by
Leveraging Digitalisation’, it was explored how digital
manufacturing technologies will alter every link in the
manufacturing value chain and how Industry 4.0 is bringing
in a new age for manufacturers.
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Tapping the untapped markets
The event started off with the chief guest, Lalit Gandhi,
President, KCCI, who spoke on his recent trip to Rwanda, while
accompanying Indian PM, Narendra Modi. He asserted, “If we
want to be at par globally in terms of India’s trade business, then
countries like Rwanda, which is an untapped market, need to be
tapped. India can also reach out to other African countries for
trade through it.”
He went on to say that if Indians are interested in starting a
business in Rwanda, then a commencement certificate for the
same is issued within six hours, once an online application is
made. Basically, Indian production has a massive acceptance
overseas. KCCI, too, has been working towards the growth of
district trading businesses in top institutes, where they are
trying to solve problems in the field by playing the role of a
catalyst through the government.

Why adopt digitalisation?
This was followed by a presentation on ‘How to drive
digital enterprise within manufacturing organisations’ by
Shivendra Bansotra, Senior Technical Consultant, Siemens
PLM Software. Focusing on the significance of digitalisation
in the changing market, he stressed that products have to be
cost-competitive, no matter how good they are. He explained,
“The shelf-life of the end-products, too, is short in the market,
for which you need new machinery and technology to make
new and reliable products. Also, a lot of regulations are coming
up. To fit into these changes, it’s important to harness the
power of digitalisation. You need to give a thought as to what
digitalisation can do for your company. This will help reduce
the manufacturing cost, time taken and the number of defects
in the product, putting you in a competitive environment.
Your product needs to have an ‘e-word’ to it.”

Knowing your RfQ
Moving on, Anmol Kaul, Portfolio Manager, Siemens PLM
Software, presented the topic, ‘Quality and cost management’.
Explaining how to go about the optimum cost and quality, he
cited, “You need to know how your RfQ (request for quotation)
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is treated in the organisation. So, when the RfQ cycle comes into
the picture, the next stage is to capture the feedback of internal
design teams systematically. When RfQ is received, the system
must register if there has been any communication with the
customer. Next, you must understand, from an RfQ perspective,
how a product can be made better, capturing the information
and maintaining it in the system, and then using the same
information while making the same kind of product in the
future. This will make you competitive from day one.”

Managing your data
Up next, Sahir Patel, Portfolio Manager, Siemens PLM
Software gave a presentation on ‘Product Data Management’.
Throwing light upon achieving high efficiency through a
solution, offered by Siemens, he said, “Siemens offers a
solution which brings all of your company’s data on one
server. The advantage of gathering the data into one place is
that you can easily look at the different relationships and
thumbnails of one file. The system also takes care that there
are no duplicate part number and drawing number. The only
change this brings in your routine is where you open and
save your data.”
Next, the conference progressed into the panel discussion,
on the topic ‘How Indian industrial equipment/machinery
manufacturers can target global market by leveraging
digitalisation’. The panellists for the discussion were Bipin Jirge,
Managing Director, ifm electronic India; Prasad Soundalgekar,
Technical Director, Precifab Engineers; Nitin Wadikar,
Chairman & Managing Director, Maharashtra Group of
Industries; Shivendra Bansotra, Industry Consultant, Siemens
PLM Software and Prakash Rathod, Chairman and Managing
Director, Caspro Metal Industries. The discussion was
moderated by Shekhar Jitkar, Publisher & Chief Editor, EM.

Accepting new technology
Sharing his views on people being sceptical about using
new technology in the industry, Wadikar stated, “People often
dread if they will be able to embrace a new technology that has
been introduced in the industry, will it require a lot of money,
etc. Using the latest technology is very essential, but more
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“We have to train the next
generation to use machines to
their desired levels.”
Prasad Soundalgekar,
Technical Director,
Precifab Engineers

importantly, it’s necessary to accept technology without any
fear in mind.”
Elaborating further, Jirge said, “We need to spend time on
how to implement these new technologies and how much it is
going to cost, instead of whether to implement it at all or not.
Since embracing new technology is no more a choice, it is
something you have to do with changing times in the industry.”
Soundalgekar added that the only solution to adopt new
technology is to try it out for yourself and make changes
accordingly. The first decision may not necessarily be right.
However, one can always change it; technology today is not
one-piece but modular.

Being at par with global competence levels
Calling attention to the impact that the technology being
used for a product makes, Rathod explained, “If you take small
and medium-scale industries in Kolhapur, they are not
technology and system-wise at par with global companies.
Globally, developed countries believe in the system and not the
infrastructure or the technology of the company.”

What is in it for companies?
The next question raised during the discussion was, what
do companies have to benefit from digitalisation, to which
Bansotra responded, “Organisations need to ask the question,
what portion of this technology is going to benefit me? If this
question is asked, then service providers are definitely going to
answer you. You first need to accept that there is a scope of
technology adoption in your organisation. You need to invest
time into understanding what it’s going to take for you to
adopt and sustain it, its cost of ownership and the manpower
that will be required. These questions are bound to help you in
adopting the technology.”
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“Globally, developed countries
believe in the system and not
the infrastructure or technology
of a company.”
Prakash Rathod,
Chairman and MD,
Caspro Metal Industries

Are Indian factories ready?
So, when companies understand what digitalisation has in
store for them, it comes down to one question – are Indian
factories ready to adopt new technologies in terms of current
existing infrastructure, manpower and more?
Pointing out the challenges that lie ahead, Jirge expounded,
“There is a big gap between the skills required of people for
companies that want to adapt new technology. A lot of reskilling needs to take place for which the initiative needs to
come from the top.”
Further, making clear the value including technical systems
into the syllabus of the educational system, Rathod elucidated,
“We try to get the non-educated workforce here to implement
systems from developed countries. Hence, many companies
execute these systems at the managerial level. Therefore, we
need to sincerely introduce these systems in the syllabus of our
educational systems.” Soundalgekar added, “Ten to fifteen years
from now, youngsters will not be asked their education
qualification but their skills and what kind of machines they can
control. We have to train the next generation to use and control
the machines to their own desired levels.”

The ease of technology
The discussion further explored how a change can be
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“It is necessary to accept technology
without any fear in mind.”
Nitin Wadikar,
Chairman & Managing Director,
Maharashtra Group of Industries

brought about in the operators so that they can easily
familiarise themselves to a new technology. Averring that
mindset and willpower have a major part in adopting a new
technology, Wadikar said, “Technology has become very
easy over the years, you only need the determination and
mindset to adapt it. Users, too, can learn the technology as
they go with the flow.”

“There is a big gap between skills
required of people for companies
that want to adapt new technology.”
Bipin Jirge,
Managing Director,
ifm electronic India

Starting the digital transformation journey
With the destination clear in sight, the discussion delved
into what should now be the next step in starting the digital
transformation journey. Bansotra affirmed, “You first need to
detect where the problem lies and compare yourself with your
competitors and see where you stand. Then, you can seek the
help of solution providers to map where you want to go in
terms of digital technology. The next step is to understand
how digitalisation is exactly going to help your company and,
in view of that, come to a decision. Once you have made a
decision, you need to decide who is going to lead that
transformational change within the organisation.”
Soundalgekar further added that we need to identify where
we are dependent on human skills. Jirge shared his views
stating that with the Industry 4.0 buzz, you could start to adopt
a small retrofit system for the existing machines to monitor
the predictive maintenance of the machine. Wadikar further
added that he wishes to see good technology in the market at
minimum price and how India can adopt all technologies of
the world, while Rathod stated that continuous improvement
and standing out is what can lead the way to experience a
digital transformation. The concluding remarks of the
discussion were given by Jitkar, who stated that digitalisation
is indeed restructuring the manufacturing industry and that
its implementation in companies will lead to better
productivity, flexibility and quality.
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“You need to accept that there is a
scope of technology adoption in your
organisation.”
Shivendra Bansotra,
Industry Consultant,
Siemens PLM Software

Coming towards the end of the event, Prasanna Kulkarni,
Technical Consultant, Siemens PLM Software, took over,
giving a presentation on product design. Explaining the
product NX, which is a CAD/CAM CAE tool from Siemens
portfolio, Kulkarni asserted, “NX is a tool that will help you
with the digitalisation of your complete product. It can also be
used for the purpose of commissioning and service. Siemens
helps you to create the digital team of your complete product.”

Conclusion
Digitalisation is the way forward for the manufacturing
industry. With the Indian manufacturing industry warming up to
digitalisation, prosperous industrial companies will come out as
true and triumphant digital enterprises, with physical products at
the centre, amplified by digital interfaces and data-based,
pioneering services. ☐
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When the coolant becomes a success factor
The role of the coolant in enhancing productivity is crucial.
In this context, Blaser Swisslube recently hosted the Blaser
Productivity Award Ceremony in Gurgaon, which not only
recognised the end-users in specific areas of improvement
but also emphasised on the significant role that coolants play
in increasing productivity without compromising on quality.
Productivity, efficiency and quality of machining in a
manufacturing process depend significantly on the selection of
the right coolant. In this context, Blaser Swisslube recently
conducted the Blaser Productivity Trophy Award Ceremony in
Gurgaon. This distinction is awarded annually to end-users to
reward the highest demonstrable added value.
For this year’s productivity trophy (2017-2018) in India, the
results in the following categories were evaluated – tool
optimisation, total costs of ownership, metalworking fluid
optimisation, productivity increase and process optimisation. In
the selection of this year’s award were those end-users, who were
willing to document their achieved added value through
collaboration with Blaser Swisslube. Key productivity projects
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were evaluated for the this productivity award ceremony.
The award ceremony kicked off with an address from Rajiv
Gandhi, Sr. Executive Director – Production, Maruti Suzuki
India, who was the Chief Guest for the ceremony. He spoke on
‘Productivity & Competitiveness in the Automotive Industry’
and emphasised on how the Indian automotive industry has to go
local on a global platform in its pursuit for making world-class
quality products. This was followed by a session with Patrick
Mathys, Managing Director, Blaser Swisslube APAC, who shared
his insights on ‘Being a true partner in the industry’ and elaborated
on the importance of focusing on sustainability.
Then, the ceremony moved on to the next address by the first
keynote speaker, which was given by Harbhajan Singh, Director
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The award winners from the
Blaser Productivity Trophy
award ceremony

- General & Corporate Affairs, Honda Motorcycle & Scooter
India. He emphasised on the role of human capital in productivity
and the importance of cultural sensitisation in today’s workforce.
This was followed by a session with the second keynote speaker,
Carl Chakravarthy, Associate Director, KPMG Management
Consulting, who elaborated on ‘Productivity Enhancement at
Shopfloor’ and shared the attributes for enhancing productivity
in shopfloors, which include asset reliability, process, workplace
and the workforce.

Tool Optimisation
After these introductory sessions, the award ceremony
started, where the winners for different categories were
announced and awarded. In the category of tool optimisation,
Bajaj Motors from Binola, Haryana, was the winner. Established
in 1986, Bajaj Motors is a quality supplier of forging, casting,
machined components and assemblies catering to all vehicle
segments that include two wheelers, four wheelers, tractors,
heavy equipment and industrial products for oversea and
domestic markets.
They focus on continuous improvement of quality and
competitive costs. Thus, there is always a need to reduce costs
without compromising on quality. For a recent project, Blaser
Swisslube was asked to examine the AAWA AAYA line for
improvement potential. After a detailed on-site analysis, they
found a good chance to improve tool life while reducing the tool
cost by using the right coolant, reducing the tool costs with an
improved surface quality.

Total costs of ownership
The next category of awards presented were for total costs of
ownership, in which OSG (India) and Carbide Cutting Tools
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were announced as the winners. OSG is the world’s largest
manufacturer of round cutting tools with top global market share
in taps, drills and end mills.
OSG strives to contribute to the advancement of
manufacturing industries by shaping their customers’ dreams
into reality through continual improvement activities. As a
part of this drive, the company wanted to improve the longterm process capabilities. Since the carbide grinding processes
are extremely critical in nature, OSG has invested in specialised
high technology machines. Hence, the critical aspects for
consideration were to look at compatibility with machine
parts and productivity.
Blaser visited the OSG facility and discussed about the added
values through the Liquid Tool approach. A joint project,
initiated with mutual collaboration at Falta plant, was
undertaken using the innovative hydrocracked formulation,
which made it possible to reduce cycle time and to achieve a
12% productivity increase. A joint study was also conducted to
monitor the improvements in wheel loading, thus improving
the process security and surface finish.

Metalworking fluid optimisation
The third area where awards were presented was for
metalworking fluid optimisation, in which Highway Industries
from Ludhiana emerged as the winner. The company,
established in 1971, is a supplier of hot and cold forged
components and sub-assemblies to a number of industries
verticals in two-wheeler and four-wheeler segments, in India
and abroad. In its drive to upgrade an entire manufacturing
process, various parameters were looked into by Highway,
including the metalworking fluids. Corrosion in the machine
parts triggered a need to search for a competent coolant partner
with a broad expertise in machining.
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The company realised that there is a huge potential of
improvement with regards to the coolant technology. After a
detailed on-site analysis was carried out by the Blaser team, the
goals were achieved by improving the sump life and the coolant
stability with substantial reduction in tool cost.

Productivity increase
The subsequent category of awards was productivity
increase, in which Mahindra Vehicle Manufacturers from Pune
were announced as the winners. They are the world’s largest
tractor brand by volume, India’s largest utility vehicle
manufacturer and several of their businesses enjoy leadership
positions in the industries in which they operate. For a recent
project, it was found that there was a challenge to improve the
quality parameters. Blaser submitted a proposal with a new
technology product to reduce cut time of cylinder blocks and to
machine with a better quality. A few weeks of intense testing
resulted in a cycle time reduction of 15% (from 10 min, 30 secs
to 8 mins, 56 secs) and the accuracy in machining cylinder

blocks improved by more than 33%, which was an added value.

Process optimisation
The last category of awards was presented for process
optimisation, in which Cummins Technologies India from
Satara emerged as the winner. Cummins in India, a power
leader, is a group of complementary business units that
designs, manufactures, distributes and services engines and
related technologies. A recent project revealed that Cummin’s
Phaltan engine plant experienced corrosion issues on costly
machined components and there was an urgent need to work
on the process security. After a thorough research and a
detailed evaluation, Blaser offered an innovative formulation,
which has an excellent corrosion protection behaviour and a
good cutting performance.
This concluded the Blaser Productivity Trophy Award
Ceremony, which ended with a vote of thanks delivered by
Punit Gupta, Managing Director, Blaser Swisslube India, who
was the moderator for the day. ☐
Advt
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Spindle head unit

TwinCAT IoT communicator

Hann Kuen Machinery & Hardware Co recently introduced the servo type
facing spindle head unit, which is one of the latest Hardy-developed spindle
products. The spindle stroke and
facing head slider are designed to be
driven by servo motors and the spindle
motor is available with a three-phase
electric induction or servo motor
control. The roundness of the spindle
nose is within 0.002 mm and
Servo facing head unit
repeatability of facing head slider is
within 0.01 mm. The facing head slider
transmission is designed with linear rails and the ball screw grade C5, which
are incorporated with servo motor control. This unit is capable of processing
like inner (ID) and outer (OD) turning, grooving, conical boring, conical
threading, concave/convex rounding and other spherical machining. The
company is a specialised manufacturer of milling spindle, drilling spindle,
milling spindle units, drilling spindle units, tapping spindle units, various
spindles, hydraulic slide, cutting tools and relative machinery accessories
with more than 30 years of experience. Besides manufacturing, Hann Kuen
also represents many well-known brands from Taiwan and worldwide.

Beckhoff recently introduced the TwinCAT IoT communicator, which makes it
easy for PLCs to communicate with mobile devices by connecting the TwinCAT
controller directly and securely to a messaging service through TLS encryption.
For smartphone and tablet users, the
associated IoT communicator App
ensures that process data can be
represented on all mobile devices in
a clear overview. Alarms are sent to
the device as push messages. The
TwinCAT 3 IoT communicator
TwinCAT IoT Communicator
exchanges data using a publish/
subscribe mechanism. Since no
special firewall settings are needed, integration into an existing IT network is
easy. Information is exchanged via a message broker that uses the standardised
MQTT protocol and acts as a central messaging service in a cloud or local
network. A high level of communication security is guaranteed by proven TLS
encryption (up to version 1.2). Transmitted process data can be displayed on
mobile devices using the IoT communicator App, which is available for both
Android and iOS operating systems. The IoT communicator App also
incorporates an integrated QR code scanner to facilitate entry of access data.

Hann Kuen Machinery & Hardware Co | Taiwan

Beckhoff Automation | Pune

Email: hann.kuen@hardy.com.tw | Tel: +886-4-24860602

Email: a.phatak@beckhoff.com | Tel: +91-9975547774

Process sensors

Thermal cameras for smartphones

ifm has recently launched the new compact TN temperature sensors.
Control monitor and process connections are integrated, adapter/
mounting kits as well as Pt100/Pt1000 probe
sensors are no longer required. This allows
for much easier integration of the sensors
into the process. Installation time is
minimised. With each order, installation and
handling times as well as the user's stock are
reduced. This saves time and money. The
new sensors feature integrated process
connections (G 1/2, G 1/4, 1/2 NPT, 1/4 NPT,
M18 x 1.5) with pressure rating up to 400 bar
and a measuring range of 50 to 150 °C. The
temperature sensors also have one or two
Process sensors
switching outputs and one analogue outputs
(4...20 mA or 0...10 V). Other innovations are
the easy 3-button handling as well as the 2-colour display. Readability
has also been optimised. The display can be switched from an indication
of ‘red’ to an alternating indication of ‘red/green’ for process values. So,
switching states can be highlighted or an independent colour window can
be created.

Flir has introduced the Flir One Pro and Flir One Pro LT, which give the
power to find invisible problems faster than ever. With robust features, such
as, multiple temperature meters and level/
span controls, Flir One Pro cameras work
hard. The revolutionary VividIR™ image
processing helps one see more details; Flir
MSX® adds sharpness and perspective,
and the patented OneFit™ adjustable
connector extends up to 4 mm to fit many
popular protective cases. Whether one is
inspecting electrical panels, looking for
HVAC problems or finding water damage,
the Flir One Pro and Flir One Pro LT are tools
Flir One Pro LT
that no serious professional should be
without. The company designs, develops,
manufactures, markets and distributes technologies that enhance
perception and awareness. They bring innovative sensing solutions into
daily life through thermal imaging, visible-light imaging, video analytics,
measurement and diagnostic, and advanced threat detection systems. They
offer a diversified portfolio that serves a number of applications in
government and defense, industrial and commercial markets.

ifm electronic India | Kolhapur
Email: info.india@ifm.com | Tel: + 91-231-2672770

FLIR Systems India | New Delhi
Email: manpreet.kaur@flir.com.hk | Tel: +91-11-4560 3555
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Energy chain with dynamic pins

Built-in motor spindle

igus has developed the lokchain energy chain with extending and retracting
pins for new machine design concepts. The goal of the new lokchain energy
supply system is to automatically increase the
operational reliability. This has the potential to
reinvent power, data and media supply in many
dynamic applications. Automatically extending pins
hold the e-chain securely in the guide, allowing
completely new solutions in vertical, hanging or
circular movement applications. Whether hightech or low-tech applications, the company is
constantly researching new energy chain solutions
to meet the special requirements of industrial
applications for flexibility, reliability and low costs. Lokchain energy chain
For this reason, the motion plastics specialist
developed the lokchain, a new concept consisting of an e-chain with
automatically extending pins and a compact guide trough for the dynamic
guidance of energy chains. This allows hanging, vertical or side-mounted use
of the system, with or without lateral acceleration. Even long travels with a
moving lower run are possible by fixing the lokchain in the upper run trough.
The system can also be used in vertical circular applications.

Kenturn recently introduced spindles, which can fulfill the coolant of axis. It
could also inhibit heat and assist thermal deformation by using the original
German’s OTT HSK-A63 drawbar system.
Besides, the oil-air lubricating bearings
can stand long-term cutting operations.
The motor power of the spindle is up to
25 KW, while speed reaches 18000 RPM.
By using dual drive chunk, the spindles
can be used in vertical machining centres
and medium gantry machine. The
company
has
been
designing, Built-in motor spindle
manufacturing, fabricating and marketing
machine tool spindles of all kinds since 1983. It prides itself on intensively
studying spindle design and producing innovative technology. The company
manages machine tool spindle quality via strict testing and implementation of
efficient fabrication processes. Testing is carried out throughout fabrication.
Specialists execute testing measures to guarantee that spindle components
meet quality standards and are completely defect-free. To maintain spindle
precision, low vibration, optimal balance and superior installation speed, Kenturn
spares no expense establishing precision measuring equipment facilities.

igus India | Bengaluru
Email: vinayak@igus.in | Tel: +91-9341136381

Kenturn Nano Tec Co Ltd | Taiwan
Email: cnc-spindle@kenturn.com.tw | Tel: +886-4-7910271

Real-time data analyser

Gripping Systems

Mitsubishi Electric has introduced a real-time data analyser and four data
collectors as additions to its line-up of iQ Edgecross edge-computing software
solutions. iQ Edgecross
products
support
the
Edgecross open software
platform that is used to
integrate factory automation
(FA)
and
information iQ-Edgecross software
technology (IT). The realtime data analyser is software equipped with proprietary Artificial Intelligence
(AI) for data analysis and diagnostics that customers can use to strengthen
Preventive Maintenance and quality in their productions shops. The analyser
software is supported by data collectors that enable easy, high-speed data
collection. Together, the analyser and collectors can improve efficiency by
enhancing edge computing in Mitsubishi Electric’s e-F@ctory integrated FA
solutions, which are designed to reduce the costs of development, production
and maintenance for customers. A key feature of the real-time data analyser
with AI is that it strengthens preventative maintenance strategies. Real-time
analysis and diagnosis of production systems can be performed during
operation, using one software, instead of separate software suites for different
purposes, such as, offline analysis and real-time diagnostics.

Schunk is continuing to expand its 24 V modular system for assembly
automation. Soon, the compact electrical gripper swivel unit, the Schunk
EGS, will also be available in size 40, and thereby,
parts weighing up to 0.55 kg can now be handled
and rotated in extremely compact spaces. A
coupling of the gripping and swivel gears enables
continuous rotation of the gripper without electrical
feed-through. Backlash-free pre-loaded junction
roller guides ensure high-precision gripping and a
virtually constant gripping forces over the entire
finger length. In combination with Schunk ELP
linear axes and Schunk EGP small component
grippers, pneumatic-free assembly plants can be
achieved based on 24 V technology. The gripper
swivel module equipped with standard connections
is controlled either via fieldbus distributor or via
digital I/O, meaning it is compatible with all Schunk EGS
common control systems and no additional costs
and delivery times need to be taken into consideration for the periphery. All of
the control and power electronics for decentralised control of the motor are
directly integrated into the module.

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation | Tokyo
Email: Chris.Hazlewood@eb.MitsubishiElectric.co.jp | Tel: +81-3-3218-6513

Schunk Intec India | Bangalore
Email: info@in.schunk.com | Tel: 080-40538999
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»»Automotive Manufacturing
With tough competition in the industry,
automotive manufacturers are determinedly
working on boosting manufacturing
procedures in order to bring down
costs and expand flexibility and time
to market. From the existing methods
used in manufacturing, the industry is
likely to turn in the direction of Digital
Planning/Manufacturing, with the goal to
grow productivity, without having to add
personnel on the floor. The subsequent
issue finds out what the future of
automotive manufacturing looks like and
the key terms that it will be focusing on.

»»Industrial Bearings
The bearing industry dates back to the late
19th century and they play a significant
role in keeping necessary applications
running. While their role isn’t very elaborate,
the shaft support they deliver lets moving
parts to rotate. Being able to recognise
bearings is a useful skill set for any person
in the industry. The next issue talks about
how to identify bearings and increase their
operational life by technological methods.

»»Renewable Energy
Across the globe, manufacturers are
gradually finding new ways of using
renewable energy to build up clean energy
competitiveness in numerous industries.
With the effect of energy costs on the
productive sector only rising, exploring
a clean source has drawn operators in
the value-chain industry. The next issue
explores how to increase renewable energy
in the manufacturing industry and how it is
key to manufacturing competitiveness.

»»Machine Retrofitting
Retrofitting & reconditioning has become
a large market, as it can improve energy
efficiency, processing speeds, machine
reliability, reduce the need for maintenance
and extend system life. As production
machinery gets older, the question always
comes up whether to buy new equipment or
retrofit the old machinery. When companies
go for retrofit instead of investing in a
new machine, it is mostly reflected as an
upgradation of prevailing control technology
from the financial perspective. The following
issue understands when it makes sense to
retrofit & recondition and the need for it.
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HELITRONIC
DIAMOND EVOLUTION
Efficient rotary eroding and
grinding machine, Two-in-one

The HELITRONIC DIAMOND EVOLUTION is a high
efficient solution within our EDM portfolio for
rotary eroding of PCD/CBN tools and grinding of
HSS/carbine tools in one single clamping cycle
on a minimal footprint. Tool diameters from 1 to
165 mm, tool lengths up to 185 (255) mm, each
item can weigh up to 30 kg.
www.walter-machines.com
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